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Example: Science Mission Directorate
•
•
•
•

Astrophysics Division
Heliophysics Division
Planetary Science Division
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Example: U.S. Space VLBI Program
• Program executive
• Program scientist
Example : U.S. Space VLBI Project
• Project manager
• Project scientist

U.S. Space VLBI Project
•
•
•
•
•
•

Based at JPL
1990-2000
Project Manager: Joel Smith
Project Scientist: Bob Preston
Project Systems Engineer:
• Jim Ulvestad/Rick Wietfeldt
Support both RadioAstron and VSOP
•
•

•
•
•
•

3 DSN 11-m dedicated tracking stations
SURFSAT satellite to test tracking stations
Orbit Determination
Science support:
•
•
•

•

Launch: 1995

VSOP launch: 1997
RadioAstron launch: 2011

Science and mission simulation (Fakesat)
Scheduling (SVLBIsched)
VSOP AO support: proposer’s guide

NASA Project Lifecycle
Pre-Project

Project

Post-Project

U.S. Space VLBI Project: Web Site

•

124 pdf memos: OD, fringe-fitting, …

Pre-Project: QUASAT
• QUASAT: QUasar SATellite
• Early 1980s: NASA-led concept studies
•
•

Simulator developed (D. Meier)
UV-coverage and image simulations (closure phase issues revealed)

• Late 1980s: ESA-led Phase-A study
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lost in 1988 to ESA Huygens probe (part of Huygens-Cassini mission)
Orbit: 5,000 km by 35,000 km/22,000 km, 12.1/7.8 hr, i=30 deg
Freq: 0.3, 1.6, 5, 22 GHz => max resolution = 50 uas
Telemetry: Ku-band/144 Mbits/s
Antenna: 15m inflatable
Extensive blind test image simulations
1/3 scale prototype antenna built

• Lessons learned:
•
•
•
•

Technology too immature/cost overruns
Resolution vs image quality debate can be acrimonious
Science case somewhat weak as developed before VLBA was on-line
Great benefit of having a simulator
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Pre-Project: TDRSS Experiment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First Space VLBI
JPL-led + Japan + Australia
Observations in 1986-88
2.3 and 15 GHz
Antenna: 5 m
Had to observe Southern-ish sources
2.13 Earth Diameter max baseline
Tb >1012 K sources observed
Round-trip phase link demonstrated

•

Ref: Linfield et al, ApJ,358,350 (1990)

Lessons learned:
• Space VLBI works!
• Interesting sources
• Technical challenges
can be overcome
• Round-trip phase link
allows clock to be on
ground!
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Project: VSOP
•

VSOP: VLBI Space Observatory Programme (Muses-B)
•
Lead agency: ISAS/JAXA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Support: NASA, NRAO, EVN, ATNF, DRAO, …
1997-2005: launched on first MV rocket
Follow-on to VSOP and RadioAstron
Orbit: 560 km by 22,000 km, 6.3 h, i=31.3 deg
Freq: 1.6, 5, 22 GHz => max resolution = 55 uas
• But problems with 22 GHz
1-sigma 5 GHz detection: 21mJy (VLBA) , 6 mJy (100m)
5-station tracking network:
• 3 DSN (10m dedicated network) + Green Bank + Usuda
• 128 Mbps at Ku-band (14.1 GHz) via 45-cm link antennal
Clock: H-maser via phase-link
Antenna: 8 m (deployable mesh with 6 deployable booms)
Mass: 830 Kg, Power: ~700 W
Significant spacecraft constraints:
• Solar: sources must be observed within a limited sun angle range
• Eclipse: can’t observe during eclipse + recovery period
• Tracking station must be within field of view of downlink ant
Science: individual AGN, AGN survey, masers

Lessons learned:
• Can successfully undertake a Space VLBI mission with world-wide support
• Spacecraft constraints can severely limit performance
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VSOP: Operations Data Flow
Ground

Space

NRAO

U.S. Space
VLBI
Project

International Academy of Aeronautics
• Team Achievement Award:
• 2001: Mir space station
• 2002: Space Shuttle
• 2003: SOHO
• 2004: HST
• 2005: VSOP
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Lessons Learned: Project Manager
• We should have got JPL upper management (director, chief scientist) more excited … need

to appear above the management noise
• We should have got NASA upper management more excited
• We should have got DSN more excited right from the start
• We need to change JPL culture to embrace non-JPL flight activities
• We should have got more grassroots JPL visibility (PR articles, …)
• We established good partnerships with both international (ISAS) and national partners
(NRAO)
• We needed to have sufficient contingency funds to fix problems when they occurred (which
they did)
• We needed to have right people to fix problems (which we did)
• We are not NASA and we cannot speak for NASA
• We are not JPL and we cannot speak for JPL

Lessons Learned: Project Scientist
• Important to define early the distribution of science benefits from the mission
• Achieve early agreement of support by ground radio telescopes
• Simulations are critical for maximizing the science return
• Frequent interaction among international participants critical
• International science group (VISC) for mission very useful
• International proposal evaluation committee important
• Mission scientific performance should be continually reviewed

Lessons Learned: Project Systems Engineer
•

In hindsight, the VSOP mission’s preparations and operations represented, arguably, one of the most complex
earth/space endeavors attempted to that time, and was successful in demonstrating the fundamental technical
principles of earth-space radio interferometry via two-way phase/time link and wideband data downlink.

•

Technical success was not achieved until much after the scheduled In-Orbit-Checkout period and well into the
nominal mission operations period. A successor mission must leverage this first-generation experience to ensure
significant improvement in pre-launch readiness towards on-time IOC.

•

Important to define an international Technical Working Group (TWG) for Systems and Operations.

•

Critical to perform significant end-to-end pre-launch operational tests on all major mission sub-systems, including
Spacecraft, Ground tracking stations, Data transfer systems, Mission Operations Centers, and Correlators

•

Given the global and diverse agency participants, important to define and adhere to standardized mission element
data exchange and reporting formats.

•

Important to target automated or near-automated operations at all mission elements, as both cost savings and
operational efficiency measures.

•

Important to ensure that the new features are properly understood and pre-tested prior to launch.

•

Important to ensure state-of-the-art emergency backup plans (on-board and ground support) to protect against
system failure modes, especially spacecraft

Lessons learned: VSOP UV-coverages
•

Impact of VSOP spacecraft constraints:
•
•

•

can only observe a limited area of sky at a given epoch
can’t observe source for large fraction of time

Next generation missions need to have fewer constraints in order to get better science
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Project: ARISE
•
•
•

•

ARISE: Advanced Radio Interferometry between Space and Earth
1999: JPL-led design study with NRAO support
Submission to 2000 decadal survey
• Follow-on to VSOP and RadioAstron
•
Orbis: 6,000 km by 40,000 km, 13 h, i=30 deg
• Freq: 8.2, 22,43,86 GHz => max resolution = 15 uas
• Detection threshold (mJy): 0.9,1.9,6,55
• 6-station tracking network:
• 3 DSN + Green Bank + Santiago + Hartebeeshoek
• 4-8 Gbps at Ka-band (~38 GHz)
• Clock: H-maser via phase-link
• Antenna: 25 m (inflatable)
• Non-inflatable mesh concepts also studied: Harris and TRW
• 30o solar constraint (VSOP lesson learned)
• Mass: 1810 Kg, Power: 2.3 kW (science mode)
• Launch vehicle: Delta II + Star 48B third stage
• Cost: $300-400M (in 1999 $)
• Detailed study reports: mission and spacecraft, science goals
• Science: AGN BHs and jets, accretion disk and H2O megamasers,cosmology
Lessons learned:
• Inflatables arise again!: low mass, low volume, low cost (but low reliability?)
• Have to make difficult/undesirable tradeoffs to stay under cost cap
• If it is too good to be true it probably is!

1996: 14m inflatable antenna
experiment STS-77 demo:
https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=CyWffZ5QjYw
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Post-Project: iARISE
•
•
•
•

•

iARISE: International Advanced Radio Interferometry between Space
and Earth
2002: JPL-led study with NRAO and CfA support
Whitepaper response to NASA Structure and Evolution of the
Universe 2003 roadmap
iARISE properties:
• 2 spacecraft (sort of ARISE + VSOP-2)
•
Orbits: 1,000 km by 80,000 km, i=30 deg
• Ω: 1800 apart, ⍵: 600 apart
• Freq: 8.2, 22,43,86 GHz => max resolution = 7.5 uas
• Detection threshold (mJy): 0.05,0.1,0.2,80
• Phase-referencing mode upto 43 GHz
• 6-station tracking network (probably):
• 3 DSN + Green Bank + Santiago + Hartebeeshoek
• 4 Gbps at Ka-band (~38 GHz)
• Clock: H-maser via phase-link
• Antenna: 15 m (flight-qualified Astro Aerospace deployable)
• Tried to get 2D UV-coverages in all directions all the time
• Cost estimate: $370M (in 2002 $)
• Science: M87, AGN, H2O megamasers
Lessons learned:
• Important to respond to potential funding opportunities
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Post-Project: VSOP-2
•

VSOP-2: VLBI Space Observatory Program-2 (Astro-G)
• Follow-on to VSOP with JAXA lead agency
•

2008: US support via $35M SAMURAI Mission of Opportunity proposal
• JPL orbit determination using JPL GPS flight receiver
• Southern hemisphere tracking station at Tidbinbilla
• VLBA telescope and correlator support
• Highly rated proposal but lost to Goddard MOO for Astro-H X-ray mission

•
•
•

2009: 3 VSOP-2 whitepapers submitted to 2010 decadal survey
2011: VSOP-2 cancelled due to problems with antenna/cost overruns
VSOP-2 properties:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Orbit: 1000 km by 22,000 km, 7.5 h, i=31 deg
Dual Polarization: LCP, RCP
Freq: 8, 22, 43 GHz => max resolution = 38 uas
5-sigma limits (non phase-referencing) [mJy]: 2.8,4.7,19,47
Phase-referencing capability
3-station tracking network:
• Tidbibilla + Usuda + Yebes (Spanish contribution)
• 1024 Mbps at Ka-band (~37 GHz) via 80 cm link antenna
Clock: H-maser via phase-link (40 GHz uplink tone)
Antenna: 9.3 m (offset paraboloid with 7 deployable segments)
Mass: 910 Kg, Power: ~1 kW
Science:
• Understand how SMBHs generate relativistic jets
• Constrain nature of dark energy making most accurate Ho using H2O
Megamasers

Lessons learned: Sometimes things don’t just work out! Technology isn’t always scalable!
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RadioAstron
•
•

Lead agency: Astro Space Center (Russia)
2011: launch – 2019
• RadioAstron properties:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Orbit: 10-89,000 km by 286-320,000 km, 8.25-10.25d, i=60 deg
Dual Polarization: LCP, RCP
Freq: 0.3, 1.6, 4.8, 22 GHz => max resolution = 7 uas
1-sigma limits (non phase-referencing) [mJy]: 14,3,5,16
Dual polarization: LCP, RCP
Phase-referencing capability
Many spacecraft constraints: sun, moon, earth, radiator, link antenna…
2-station tracking network:
• Puschino (Russia) + Green Bank (USA)
• 144/128 Mbps at Ku-band (~15 GHz) via 1.5 m link antenna
Clock: H-maser via phase-link or on-board H-maser (failed July 2017)
and on-board Rubidium
Antenna: 10 m (27 deployable carbon-fiber petals F/D=0.43)
Spacecraft mass: 3700 Kg
Launch vehicle: Zenit-2SB + Fregat-SB upper stage
Science:
• AGN: 3C373, BL Lac, 3C84, 0836+710, …
• Probing interstellar medium with pulsars
• Megamasers: NGC 4258, NGC 3079
• Star-forming region masers: Orion KL, W49 N, W3 (OH)

Lessons learned:
• Patience is a virtue! RadioAstron mission dates from late 1970s!
• Don’t reinvent the Space VLBI wheel!
• Need to do things faster, better, cheaper but MPL, MCO failures => but can only do 2/3 of these!
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Backup
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Fakesat Simulator

Fakesat/FakeRat simulator:
• Supported VSOP + RadioAstron
• Mission studies: impact of
spacecraft constraints, orbit, …
• Proposer planning tool
• Science observation scheduling
• Extension of Caltech VLBI-package
Fake program with D. Meier orbiter
19
additions.

